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AbstratWe show how program transformation rules and strategies may be used for proving the satis�a-bility of �rst order formulas in some lasses of models. In partiular, we propose a tehnique forshowing that a losed �rst order formula ' holds in the perfet model M(P ) of a logi programP with loally strati�ed negation. This property is denoted by M(P ) j= '.For this purpose we onsider a new version of the unfold/fold transformation rules and we showthat this version preserves the perfet model semantis. Our proof method, alled unfold/foldproof method, shows M(P ) j= ' by: (i) introduing a new prediate symbol f and onstrutinga onjuntion F (f ; ') of lauses suh that M(P ) j= ' i� M(P ^ F (f ; ')) j= f , and then (ii)transforming the program P^F (f ; ') into a new program of the form Q^f , for some onjuntionQ of lauses.We also present a strategy for applying our unfold/fold rules in a semi-automati way. Ourstrategy may or may not terminate, depending on the initial program P and formula '. However,we identify some lasses of programs and formulas for whih our strategy always terminates andthus, our strategy is a deision proedure for heking whether or not M(P ) j= ' holds for anygiven program P and formula ' in those lasses.Key words: Program Transformation, Mehanial Theorem Proving, Logi Programming





3.1. IntrodutionOne of the main motivations of this paper is to better understand the relationship betweenunfold/fold program transformation [5, 28℄ and theorem proving. It is usually reognized thatfolding steps during program transformation orrespond to appliations of indutive hypothesesduring proofs by indution, and goal replaements orrespond to lemma appliations.Some transformational tehniques for proving equivalenes of funtional and logi programshave been already presented in [9, 17℄ and [21, 26℄, respetively. In this paper we extend thesetehniques by introduing a method for proving that a losed �rst order formula ' holds inthe perfet model [23℄ of a loally strati�ed logi program P . This property is denoted byM(P ) j= '. Perfet models are the usual intended semantis for logi programs with loallystrati�ed negation, and for those programs all major approahes to the semantis of negationoinide. Indeed, a loally strati�ed program has a unique perfet model whih is equal to itsunique stable model, and also equal to its total well-founded model (see [1℄ for a survey on thesemantis of negation in logi programming).Our proof method for showing that M(P ) j= ' holds, onsists of two steps:Step 1: we use a variant of the Lloyd-Topor transformation [19℄ for transforming a statementof the form: f  ' where f is a new prediate symbol, into a onjuntion F (f; ') oflauses, possibly with negated atoms in their bodies, suh that P ^F (f; ') is loallystrati�ed and M(P ) j= ' i� M(P ^ F (f ; ')) j= f , andStep 2: we show that M(P ^ F (f ; ')) j= f holds by applying transformation rules whihpreserve perfet models, and deriving from P ^ F (f; ') a new program of the form:Q ^ f .Sine f is false in the perfet model of any program whih has no lause with head f , our methodan also be used to show that M(P ) 6j= ', that is, M(P ) j= :', by deriving from P ^ F (f; ') anew program R, suh that f does not our in the head of any lause in R.We illustrate our transformational proof method using the following example where we provea property of a given transition system.Example. [Semaphore℄ Consider the following program P , where x and y are variables, ands : : : s0 with n ourrenes of the suessor funtion s, denotes the natural number n:1. down(sx) :down(x)2. up(0; 0)3. up(sx; 0) down(x)4. up(sx; sy) up(sx; y); x>yProgram P desribes a semaphore whih as time progresses, alternates between the states up anddown. When the semaphore goes up for the n-th time, it stays up for a period of 2n time-units,and when it goes down, it stays down for one time-unit only (see the following table).up : 0,0 2,0 2,1 4,0 4,1 4,2 4,3 6,0 ... 6,5 8,0 ...down : 1 3 5 7time : 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ... 15 16 17 ...We want to prove the following Property (A) of the semaphore:(A) 8x; y (x>y; up(x; y)! up(ssx; 0))



4.whih states that if the semaphore is up then it will be up again in the future. We start fromthe statement: f  (8x; y (x>y; up(x; y)) ! up(ssx; 0)). By applying our LT transformation(see Setion 3) whih is a variant of the Lloyd-Topor transformation, we get the lauses:5. f  :g6. g  x>y; up(x; y); :up(ssx; 0)This onludes Step 1 of our proof method.Step 2 is realized by applying the following transformation rules: de�nition introdution,positive and negative unfolding, folding, tautology, lause deletion, and goal replaement. Theserules are extensions of the familiar rules presented in [27, 28℄ and, under the onditions of Setion4 below, they preserve perfet models.In this Semaphore Example we introdue the de�nitions: (i) h x>y; up(sx; y); :up(sssx; 0)and (ii) k(n) x>z; plus(y; n; z); up(sx; y); :up(sssx; 0). By positive and negative unfolding,folding, and goal replaement, we get the following program:Q : f  :g; g  h; h k(s0); k(n) k(sn)The details of the derivation are given in 3.Now, sine k is a useless prediate being de�ned by the reursive lause k(n)  k(sn) only,without base ase, we may apply the lause deletion rule (see rule R6 in Setion 4) and we getthe program R : f  :g; g  h; h k(s0)By unfolding lause h  k(s0) w.r.t. k(s0) we delete that lause, beause the de�nition of theprediate k in program R is empty. Then, by unfolding g  h w.r.t. h we also delete that lause,beause the de�nition of h has been deleted in the previous unfolding step. Thus, the derivedprogram is the lause f  :g only. Finally, by unfolding f  :g w.r.t. :g we get f , beausethe de�nition of g in the derived program is empty. This ompletes our transformational proofof Property (A) we wanted to show. 2Notie that our proof of Property (A) is based on the ruial step of deleting the lausek(n)  k(sn), and this step is orret beause in the perfet model of program R there are noatoms with prediate k.The tight orrespondene between program transformation and theorem proving an also beexploited to turn program transformation strategies into proof strategies. In partiular, at Step2 of our proof method, in order to diret the transformation rules, we may use the so alled UFSstrategy whih is an enhanement of a strategy introdued in the ase of de�nite logi programsfor deriving programs without existential variables [22℄. When our UFS strategy terminates, itderives from P ^F (f; ') either (i) a new program of the form Q^ f , in whih ase M(P ) j= ',or (ii) a program where no lause has head prediate f , in whih ase M(P ) 6j= '. We will showthat the UFS strategy indeed terminates for some lasses of properties and some lasses of logiprograms with loally strati�ed negation, and thus, it an be used for deiding whether or notM(P ) j= ' holds when ' and P belong to those lasses.The plan of the paper is as follows. In Setion 3 we present Step 1 of our proof method byintroduing a variant of the Lloyd-Topor transformation tehnique and we show that it preservesthe perfet model semantis. The original Lloyd and Topor's orretness result w.r.t. the om-pletion semantis [19℄ is often not suitable for proving properties of perfet models. In Setion4 we present the transformation rules, inluding the De�nition rule, the Positive and Negative



5.Unfolding rule (that is, unfolding of positive and negative literals), the Folding rule, the Tautol-ogy rule, the Clause Deletion rule, and the Goal Replaement rule. We show that all these rulespreserve the perfet model semantis, while previous sets of rules proposed by Seki [27℄ inludethe De�nition, Positive Unfolding and Folding rules only.In Setion 5 we present our UFS strategy for loally strati�ed programs, and in Setion 6we de�ne some lasses of properties and programs for whih a deterministi version of theUFS strategy terminates. We show that these lasses are non trivial by proving that both theequivalene problem of tree automata [12℄ and the deision problem for the lausal fragment ofthe weak monadi seond order theory with n suessors [24℄ an be redued to the problem ofdeiding whether or not M(P ) j= ' holds for suitable programs and formulas in those lasses.Finally, in Setion 7 we ompare our transformational proof method to other theorem provingmethods, suh as, (i) methods based on the Clark ompletion [7, 19℄, (ii) methods based onresolution augmented by the negation as (�nite or in�nite) failure rule [1, 23℄, (iii) methodsbased on indution, and (iv) the proof by onsisteny method [15, 16, 20℄.2. PreliminariesIn this setion we reall some basi de�nitions onerning loally strati�ed logi programs andperfet models. For notions not de�ned here the reader may refer to [1, 19, 23℄.The formulas and programs we onsider are onstruted by using a �xed �rst-order languageL. Programs are onjuntions of lauses of the form: H  L1; : : : ; Ln, where H is an atom andfor every i = 1; : : : ; n, Li is a literal, that is, an atom (i.e., positive literal) or a negated atom(i.e., negative literal). A goal is a onjuntion of literals. The empty onjuntion is true andthe empty disjuntion is false. Conjuntion between literals, goals, and lauses is denoted byomma and also by ^. Conjuntion is assoiative, ommutative, and its neutral element is true.Thus, the order of literals in a goal is immaterial. For n=0, the lause H  L1; : : : ; Ln is saidto be a unit lause and it is written as H true or simply H. A lause (or a program) is saidto be de�nite i� no negated atom ours in it. We may freely rename the variables ourring inlauses. The renaming of all variables of a lause using new variables is alled renaming apart[19℄. The head and the body of a lause C are denoted by hd (C ) and bd(C ), respetively. Theprediate symbol of the atom hd(C ) is alled the head prediate of C.Given a term t we denote by vars(t) the set of all variables ourring in t. Similar notationswill be used for the variables ourring in formulas. Given a lause C; a variable in bd(C ) issaid to be existential i� it belongs to vars(bd (C ))� vars(hd (C )). Given a formula ' we denoteby freevars(') the set of all free variables of '. A lause C is said to be ground i� no variableours in it. A literal is said to be propositional i� its prediate symbol is nullary, that is, it hasarity 0. A goal (or a lause, or a program) is propositional i� all its literals are propositional.A formula is said to be funtion-free i� no funtion symbols our in it.The de�nition of a prediate p in a program P , denoted by Def (p; P ), is the onjuntion of alllauses of P whose head prediate is p. We say that p is de�ned in P i� Def (p; P ) is not empty.We say that a prediate p depends on a prediate q in P i� either there exists in P a lause ofthe form: p(: : :)  B suh that q ours in the goal B or there exists in P a prediate r suhthat p depends on r in P and r depends on q in P . The extended de�nition of a prediate p in aprogram P , denoted by Def �(p; P ), is the onjuntion of the de�nition of p and the de�nitionsof all the prediates on whih p depends in P .The set of the useless prediates of a program P is the maximal set U of prediates of Psuh that a prediate p is in U i� the body of eah lause of Def (p; P ) has a positive literal



6.whose prediate is in U . For instane, p and q are useless and r is not useless in the program(p q; r) ^ (q  p) ^ (r  ).By ground(P ) we denote the onjuntion of all lauses in L whih are ground instanes oflauses of P , and by BL we denote the Herbrand Base of L, that is, the set of all ground atomsin L. A strati�ation � is a total funtion from BL to the set W of ountable ordinals. Given aground literal L whih is the atom A or the negated atom :A, we say that L is in stratum � i��(A) = �.A ground lause H  L1; : : : ; Ln is loally strati�ed w.r.t. a strati�ation � i� for everyi = 1; : : : ; n, if Li is an atom then �(H) � �(Li), and if Li is a negated atom then �(H) > �(Li).We say that the program P is loally strati�ed i� there exists a strati�ation � suh that everylause in ground (P ) is loally strati�ed w.r.t. �.Let P� be the onjuntion of the lauses in ground (P ) whose head is in the stratum �. Wemay assume without loss of generality, that the stratum of every ground literal is greater than0, so that P0 may be assumed to be the empty onjuntion of lauses. The perfet model M(P )of a program P whih is loally strati�ed w.r.t. a strati�ation �, is the subset S�2W M� of BL,where for every ordinal � in W , the set M� is de�ned as follows:(1) M0 is the empty set,(2) for every suessor ordinal �+1, M�+1 is the least Herbrand model of the program derivedfrom P�+1 as follows: (i) every literal L in stratum � (� �) in the body of a lause in P�+1 isdeleted i� M� j= L, and (ii) every lause C in P�+1 is deleted i� in bd(C) there exists a literalL in stratum � (� �) suh that M� 6j= L, and(3) for every limit ordinal �, M� is S�<�M�.3. Translating First-Order Formulas into Logi ProgramsIn this setion we present a method that given a loally strati�ed program P and a losed �rstorder formula ' in L, introdues a new prediate f and onstruts a loally strati�ed programP ^F (f; ') suh that M(P ) j= ' i� M(P ^F (f; ')) j= f . This method is based upon a variantof a transformation proposed by Lloyd and Topor [19℄.In order to onstrut the loally strati�ed program F (f; ') for a given losed �rst-order formula', we need to onsider a lass of formulas, alled statements [19℄, of the form A  � whereA is an atom and �, alled the body of the statement, is a (possibly open) �rst-order logiformula. We write C[℄ to denote a �rst-order formula where the subformula  ours as aonjunt `at top level', that is, C[℄ = �1 ^ : : : ^ �r ^  ^ �1 ^ : : : ^ �s for some �rst-orderformulas �1; : : : ; �r; �1; : : : ; �s, and some r� 0 and s� 0. When we say that the formula C[℄is transformed into the formula C[Æ℄, we mean that C[Æ℄ is obtained from C[℄ by replaing thetop level onjunt  by the new top level onjunt Æ.Given any onjuntion of statements the following LT transformation, similar to the oneproposed by Lloyd and Topor and reported in [19℄, terminates and it produes a onjuntion oflauses whih is a loally strati�ed program.The LT transformation from onjuntions of statements to loally strati�ed pro-grams.Given a onjuntion of statements, perform the following transformations.(A) Eliminate from the body of every statement all ourrenes of logial onstants, onnetives,and quanti�ers other than true;:;^; and 9. For every statement st, rename the bound variablesof st so that none of them ours in freevars(st) and all of them are distint.



7.(B) Apply as long as possible the following rules:(B.1) A C[:true℄ is deleted(B.2) A C[::'℄ is transformed into A C['℄(B.3) A C[:(' ^  )℄ is transformed into A C[:newp(y1; : : : ; yk)℄ ^newp(y1; : : : ; yk) ' ^  where newp is a new prediate symbol and fy1; : : : ; ykg = freevars(' ^  ). Weassume that ' 6= true and  6= true.(B.4) A C[:9x'℄ is transformed into A C[:newp(y1; : : : ; yk)℄ ^newp(y1; : : : ; yk) 'where newp is a new prediate symbol and fy1; : : : ; ykg = freevars(9x').(B.5) A C[9x'℄ is transformed into A C['℄ 2Given a loally strati�ed program P and a losed �rst-order formula ', we denote by F (f; ') theonjuntion of the lauses derived by applying the LT transformation to the statement f  ',where f is a new prediate symbol ourring neither in ' nor in P . We assume that the newprediates introdued during the onstrution of F (f; ') do not our in P .The reader may verify that in the Semaphore Example of Setion 1, lauses 5 and 6 have beenderived by applying the LT transformation starting from the following statement:f  8x; y (x>y; up(x; y)! up(ssx; 0))The following result states that the LT transformation is orret w.r.t. the perfet model se-mantis, and thus, Step 1 of our proof method is sound. Reall that, instead, the Lloyd-Toportransformation as desribed in [19℄, is known to be orret w.r.t. the ompletion semantis only.Theorem 1. [Corretness of LT Transformation w.r.t. Perfet Models℄ Let P bea loally strati�ed program, ' be a losed �rst-order formula, and f be a prediate symbolourring neither in ' nor in P . If F (f; ') is obtained from f  ' by the LT transformation,then (i) P ^ F (f; ') is a loally strati�ed program, and (ii) M(P ) j= ' i� M(P ^ F (f; ')) j= f .Proof. (i) Sine f is a new prediate symbol and rules B.1-B.5 do not introdue yles inthe dependeny graph, we have that the dependeny graph of F (f; ') has no yles. Sine noprediate in P depends on the prediates in F (f; ') and P is loally strati�ed, we have that(P ^ F (f; ')) is loally strati�ed.(ii) We have that M(P ^ F (f; ')) j= omp(P ^ F (f; ')) where omp(P ) denotes the Clarkompletion of program P [19℄. By onstrution we have that omp(P ^ F (f; ')) j= f $ ' andthus, M(P ^ F (f; ')) j= f $ '. To onlude the proof it remains to show that M(P ) j= 'holds i� M(P ^ F (f; ')) j= '. This follows from the fat that no prediate de�ned in P and noprediate ourring in ' depends on a prediate de�ned in F (f; '). 24. Transformation RulesIn this setion we present the rules for transforming logi programs and we provide a suÆientondition whih ensures that perfet models are preserved during program transformation.A transformation sequene is a sequene of programs P0; : : : ; Pn, where, for 0 � k � n�1,program Pk+1 is derived from program Pk by the appliation of a transformation rule as indiatedbelow.



8.For the appliation of the transformation rules we divide the prediate symbols of the languageinto two ategories: basi prediates and non-basi prediates. Atoms, literals, and goals whihhave ourrenes of basi prediates only, are alled basi atoms, basi literals, and basi goals,respetively. We assume that eah basi atom is in a stritly smaller stratum w.r.t. any non-basiatom.Our partition of the set of prediates into basi or non-basi prediates is arbitrary and it isrequired only for proving the Corretness Theorem below. The atual partition one may want toonsider in pratie, depends on the given initial program P0. For instane, if one is interestedin proving properties of a program on the domain of integer numbers, one may assume thataddition, multipliation, and ordering relations are de�ned by basi prediates.For 0�k�n, we also onsider the onjuntion Defsk of de�nitions, onstruted as follows:(1) Defs0 is the onjuntion of every lause C in program P0 of the form p(x1; : : : ; xm)  L1; : : : ; Ln, with n > 0 suh that: (i) x1; : : : ; xm are distint variables (possibly not all variables)ourring in the goal L1; : : : ; Ln, (ii) at least one literal among L1; : : : ; Ln is a non-basi positiveliteral, (iii) no prediate symbol ourring in the goal L1; : : : ; Ln depends on p in P0, and (iv)C = Def (p; P0);(2) for k > 0, Defsk is the onjuntion of the lauses in Defs0 and those introdued by thede�nition rule (see rule R1) during the transformation sequene P0; : : : ; Pk.R1. De�nition Rule. We get program Pk+1 by adding to program Pk a lause C of the form:newp(x1; : : : ; xm)  L1; : : : ; Ln, with n > 0, suh that: (i) x1; : : : ; xm are distint variablesourring in L1; : : : ; Ln, (ii) at least one literal among L1; : : : ; Ln is a non-basi positive literal,and (iii) the prediate symbol newp is a non-basi prediate whih ours neither in P0; : : : ; Pk,nor in L1; : : : ; Ln.R2. Positive Unfolding Rule. Let C be a renamed apart lause in Pk of the form H  G1; A;G2, where A is an atom, and G1 and G2 are (possibly empty) goals. Suppose that:1. D1; : : : ;Dm, with m � 0, are all lauses of program Pk, suh that A is uni�able withhd(D1); : : : ; hd(Dm), with most general uni�ers �1; : : : ; �m, respetively, and2. Ci is the lause (H  G1; bd(Di); G2)�i, for i = 1; : : : ;m.By unfolding C w.r.t. A we derive from program Pk the new program Pk+1 by replaing C byC1; : : : ; Cm.In partiular, ifm = 0, that is, if we unfold a lause C in program Pk w.r.t. an atom whih is notuni�able with the head of any lause in Pk, then we derive from program Pk the new programPk+1 by deleting lause C.R3. Negative Unfolding Rule. Let C be a renamed apart lause in Pk of the form H  G1;:A;G2, where A is an atom, and G1 and G2 are (possibly empty) goals. Let D1; : : : ;Dm,with m � 0, be all lauses of program Pk, suh that A is uni�able with hd(D1); : : : ; hd(Dm),with most general uni�ers �1; : : : ; �m, respetively. Assume that:1. A = hd(D1)�1 = � � � = hd(Dm)�m, that is, for i = 1; : : : ;m, A is an instane of hd(Di),2. for i = 1; : : : ;m, Di has no existential variables, and3. from G1; :(bd(D1)�1 _ : : :_ bd(Dm)�m); G2 we get an equivalent disjuntion Q1_ : : :_Qrof goals, with r � 0, by �rst pushing : inside and then pushing _ outside.



9.By unfolding C w.r.t. :A we derive from program Pk the new program Pk+1 by replaing C byC1; : : : ; Cr, where Ci is the lause H  Qi, for i = 1; : : : ; r.In partiular: (i) if m = 0, that is, if we unfold a lause C w.r.t. a negative literal :A suhthat A is not uni�able with the head of any lause in Pk, then we get the new program Pk+1 bydeleting :A from the body of lause C, and (ii) if for some i 2 1; : : : ;m, bd(Di) = true, that is,if we unfold a lause C w.r.t. a negative literal :A suh that A is an instane of the head of aunit lause in Pk, then we derive from program Pk the new program Pk+1 by deleting lause C.R4. Folding Rule. Let D be a renamed apart de�nition in Defsk and C be a lause in Pk of theform H  G1; B;G2, where B, G1, and G2 are (possibly empty) goals. Suppose that for somesubstitution �: (i) B = bd(D)�, and (ii) for every variable x in the set vars(D) � vars(hd(D)),we have that x� is a variable whih ours neither in fH;G1; G2g nor in the term y�, for anyvariable y ourring in bd(D) and di�erent from x.By folding lause C w.r.t. B using lause D we derive lause E : H  G1; hd(D)�;G2 and weget from program Pk the new program Pk+1 by replaing C by E.R5. Tautology Rule. We get the new program Pk+1 by replaing in Pk a onjuntion of lausesby the orresponding equivalent onjuntion of lauses, aording to the following equivalenes,where G and R denote (possibly empty) goals, and H and A denote atoms:(1) (H  A;:A;G) $ true(2) (H  H;G) $ true(3) (H  G; H  G;R) $ (H  G)(4) (H  A;G;R; H  :A;G) $ (H  G;R; H  :A;G)R6. Clause Deletion Rule. We get the new program Pk+1 by removing from Pk the de�nitionsof the useless prediates of Pk.R7. Goal Replaement Rule. Let C be a renamed apart lause in Pk of form H  G1; Q;G2,where Q, G1, and G2 are (possibly empty) goals. Suppose that, for some goal R,M(P0) j= 8x1 : : : xu (9y1 : : : yvQ$ 9z1 : : : zw R)where: (i) fy1; : : : ; yvg = vars(Q) � vars(H;G1; G2), (ii) fz1; : : : ; zwg = vars(R) �vars(H;G1; G2), and (iii) fx1;: : : ;xug = vars(Q;R)�fy1; : : : ; yv; z1; : : : ; zwg. Suppose also thatQ and R are basi goals and H is a non-basi atom. Then from program Pk we derive the newprogram Pk+1 by replaing C by the lause H  G1; R;G2.Theorem 2. [Corretness of the Transformation Rules℄ Let P0; : : : ; Pn, be a transforma-tion sequene suh that the following holds: if for some k with 1�k<n, we have applied ruleR4 for folding lause C in Pk using lause D in P0^Defsk, then there exists i; with 0 � i<k suhthat D ours in Pi and Pi+1 is derived from Pi by positive unfolding of D w.r.t. a non-basiatom. Then we have that M(P0 ^Defsn) =M(Pn).Proof. It is an extension of the proofs in [27, 28℄ and it is based on the fat that if we establish areursion via a folding step, thereby generating from program Pi the new program Pi+1, then thesize (aording to a suitable measure) of the derivations of ground atoms w.r.t. Pi, is not smallerthan the size of the orresponding derivations w.r.t. Pi+1. This property is indeed ensured bythe positive unfolding of the lause used for the folding step leading from Pi to Pi+1. 2Notie that the statement obtained from Theorem 2 by replaing `positive unfolding' by `neg-ative unfolding' is not a theorem, as shown by the following example. Let P0 be the program(p :q(x)) ^ (q(x) q(x)) ^ (q(x) r). By negative unfolding w.r.t. :q(x) we get program



10.P1: (p  :q(x);:r) ^ (q(x)  q(x)) ^ (q(x)  r). Then by folding we get program P2:(p p;:r) ^ (q(x) q(x)) ^ (q(x) r). We have that M(P0) j= p, while M(P2) j= :p.5. A Strategy for Unfold/Fold ProofsIn order to verify whether or not M(P ) j= ' holds, Step 2 of our unfold/fold proof methodrequires the onstrution of a transformation sequene from program P ^ F (f; ') to a newprogram, say T , suh that either (i) Def (f ;T ) is f , and in this ase we infer that M(P ) j= ',or (ii) T is a program where Def (f ;T ) is the empty onjuntion, and in this ase we inferthat M(P ) 6j= '. To onstrut this transformation sequene we need a strategy for guiding theappliation of the transformation rules, and indeed, in this setion we present suh a strategy,alled UFS (short for Unfold/Fold proof Strategy). The UFS strategy is an extension of thestrategy introdued in the ase of de�nite logi programs for eliminating existential variables[22℄. The basi idea is that by eliminating existential variables, from P ^F (f; ') we may derivea program, say S, suh that Def �(f ;S ) is a propositional program. Then, we an transform Sby using the lause deletion, unfolding, tautology, and goal replaement rules, into a program Tsatisfying either (i) or (ii) above.Obviously, sine in general M(P ) j= ' is an undeidable property, our UFS strategy may failto produe a propositional program S starting from an arbitrary program P ^F (f; '). However,in the next setion we will show that in some ases our strategy is guaranteed to terminate and itprodues a propositional program S, and hene, the desired program T . Thus, our UFS strategyis a deision proedure for the problem of verifying whether or not M(P ) j= ' holds, when Pand ' belong to suitable lasses of programs and formulas, respetively. Moreover, even whenour strategy derives a program whih is not propositional, it may still be the ase that we areable to infer whether or not M(P ) j= ' holds, and indeed, this happened in the SemaphoreExample given in the Introdution.For speifying the UFS strategy, we need the following de�nition (see also [19℄).De�nition 1. A level mapping of a program P is a mapping from the set of prediate symbolsourring in P to the set of natural numbers. The level of prediate p is the value of p underthis mapping.By the de�nition of the LT transformation there exists a level mapping of P ^ F (f; ') suhthat: (i) the level of every prediate de�ned in P is 0, (ii) the level of every prediate de�ned inF (f; ') is greater than 0, (iii) for eah lause p(: : :) B in F (f; ') the level of every prediatesymbol in B is stritly smaller than the level of p, and (iv) the prediate f has the highest level,say K. For instane, in the Semaphore Example we may hoose the level mapping m de�nedby the following equations: m(down) = m(up) = m(>) = 0, m(g) = 1, and m(f) = 2 (thus,K = 2).The UFS strategy, as we will present it now, requires three substrategies: (1) unfold, (2)tautology & replae, and (3) define & fold. Below they will be made algorithmi forthe partiular lasses of programs and formulas for whih the UFS strategy terminates.The Unfold/Fold Proof Strategy UFS.Input : (i) P^F (f; '), where P is a loally strati�ed program and ' is a losed �rst order formula,and (ii) a set Laws of equivalenes of the form: M(P ) j= 8x1 : : : xu (9y1 : : : yvQ$ 9z1 : : : zw R),where Q and R are basi goals.



11.Output : A program T suh that: (i) M(T ) j= f i� M(P ^ F (f; ')) j= f , and (ii) Def (f ;T ) iseither f or the empty onjuntion.Let P ^F (f; ') be P ^ P 1 ^ : : : ^ PK , where for i = 1; : : : ;K, program P i is the onjuntion ofthe lauses whose head prediate has level i.T := P ;for i = 1; : : : ;K doLet Pos be the onjuntion of the lauses of P i whose body has at least one non-basi positiveliteral, and let Neg be the onjuntion of the lauses of P i whih are not in Pos .Let Defs be Pos and Out be the empty onjuntion.while Pos is not the empty onjuntion do (y)(1) unfold(T , Pos, U): From program T ^ Pos we derive T ^ U by a �nite sequene ofappliations of the positive or negative unfolding rules to the lauses in Pos . We require that:[Progression℄ the positive unfolding rule is applied at least one to eah lause in Pos .(2) tautology & replae(T , Laws, U , R): From program T ^ U we derive T ^ R by a�nite sequene of appliations of the tautology and goal replaement rules to the lauses inU , using the equivalenes in the set Laws.(3) define & fold(T , R, Defs, OutClauses, NewDefs): From program T ^ R we deriveT ^OutClauses ^ NewDefs by: (i) a �nite sequene of appliations of the de�nition rule bywhih we introdue the (possibly empty) onjuntion NewDefs of lauses, followed by (ii) a�nite sequene of appliations of the folding rule to the lauses in R, using lauses ourring inDefs ^NewDefs. We assume that the de�nition and folding steps are suh that the followingonditions are satis�ed:(3.1) [Positive de�nitions℄ The body of eah lause in NewDefs has at least one non-basipositive literal.(3.2) [No existential variables℄ Eah lause in OutClauses whih has been derived by foldinghas no existential variables.(3.3) [Full folding ℄ Eah prediate in the body of eah lause in OutClauses whih has beenderived by folding, ours in Defs ^NewDefs.Out := Out ^OutClauses ; Pos := NewDefs; Defs := Defs ^NewDefsod;Delete from Out the de�nitions of useless prediates, thereby deriving Out 0; T := T ^Out0^Neg;Initialize D to the onjuntion of all de�nitions of nullary prediates in T ;Initialize Q to the onjuntion of all de�nitions of non-nullary prediates in T ;while D is a not a onjuntion of unit lauses do (yy)unfold(Q, D, U): From program Q ^D we derive Q ^ U by a (possibly empty) sequeneof appliations of the positive or negative unfolding rules to the lauses in D. (Here theProgression requirement need not be satis�ed.)tautology & replae(Q, Laws, U , R); D := Rod;Unfold the lauses of Q w.r.t. their propositional literals, thereby deriving Q0; (yyy)T := Q0 ^Dend for 2Our UFS strategy proeeds by iterating over levels (from level 1 to level K) a sequene oftransformations on the program T , whih is initialized to P . For i = 1; : : : ;K, program P i



12.whih is the onjuntion of the lauses de�ning the prediates with level i, is proessed by theUFS strategy, and the while loop (y) generates from program T ^P i (whih is T ^Neg ^Pos)the new program T . The objetive of the while loop (y) is: (i) to ensure that positive unfoldingsteps w.r.t. non-basi atoms are performed before folding, and (ii) to avoid existential variablesvia de�nition and folding steps. Then useless prediates are deleted. Finally, the while loop(yy) performs unfolding, tautology, and goal replaement steps on the de�nitions of nullaryprediates so to redue eah of them, if possible, either to the empty de�nition (in whih ase theorresponding prediate is false) or to a unit lause (in whih ase the orresponding prediateis true). The truth values of the propositional prediates are then propagated by the unfoldingsteps (yyy). When the last program level K has been proessed, we get for the prediate f eitherthe empty de�nition or the lause f . Thus, we may establish whether or notM(P ^F (f; ')) j= fholds.The reader may hek that our introdutory Semaphore Example has indeed been worked outusing the UFS proof strategy.The soundness of our proof strategy follows from the fat that the transformation rules areused in suh a way that the hypothesis of the Corretness Theorem of Setion 4 holds.Obviously, the UFS strategy may not terminate, beause in general M(P ^ F (f; ')) j= f isundeidable, and indeed: (i) during the exeution of the while loop (y) we may introdue byapplying the de�nition rule, an in�nite number of new lauses, and thus, Pos never beomes theempty onjuntion, and (ii) the while loop (yy) may not terminate for nullary prediates whihdepend on non-nullary prediates.6. Deision Proedures Using the Unfold/Fold Proof StrategyIn this setion we present two lasses of formulas, alled tree-typed formulas and tree-typedlausal formulas, and two lasses of programs, alled MR programs and DL programs, for whiha deterministi version of the UFS strategy, alled dUFS strategy, terminates. Thus, the dUFSstrategy is a deision proedure for establishing whether or not M(P ) j= ' holds, when ' andP belong to the given lasses.In this setion we assume that all prediates are non-basi. The tree-typed formulas arefuntion-free formulas whose variables range over sets of trees denoted by tree programs whihwe now de�ne.De�nition 2. [Tree Programs℄ A tree program is a onjuntion of tree lauses. A tree lauseis a lause of the form: r0(t(x1; : : : ; xn)) r1(x1); : : : ; rn(xn), with n � 0, where t is a funtionsymbol and x1; : : : ; xn are distint variables. A tree prediate is a prediate de�ned by a treeprogram. A tree atom is an atom with a tree prediate.De�nition 3. [Tree-typed Formulas℄ A tree-typed formula over a program P is a �rst-orderformula ', de�ned as follows:' ::= p(x1; : : : ; xn) j :' j '1 ^ '2 j '1 _ '2 j 8x (r(x)! ') j 9x (r(x) ^ ')where: (i) x1; : : : ; xn, with n � 0, are distint variables, (ii) all prediates ourring in ' arede�ned in P , and (iii) Def �(r; P ) is a tree program.Example. [Even-Odd Paths℄ Let us onsider the following Even-Odd program:



13.1. bin(leaf ) 3. even(leaf )2. bin(t(x; y))  bin(x); bin(y) 4. even(t(x; y))  :even(x)5. even(t(x; y))  :even(y)6. odd (t(x; y))  :odd (x); :odd (y)Clauses 1 and 2 are tree lauses. The formula ' : 8x (bin(x)! even(x)_odd (x)) is a tree-typedformula over Even-Odd. Informally, ' means that in every binary tree there exists a path ofeven length or all paths have odd length. Thus, we expet that M(P ) j= ' holds, as we willformally prove below. 2The Tree-typed LT Transformation.In order to onstrut the loally strati�ed program F (f; ') for a given tree-typed formula ', weapply the so alled tree-typed LT transformation, whih is a variant of the LT transformation(see Setion 3) obtained by replaing rules (B.3) and (B.4) by the following ones:(B.3)* A C[:(' ^  )℄ is transformed into A C[:newp(y1; : : : ; yk)℄ ^newp(y1; : : : ; yk) � ^ ' ^  where newp is a new prediate symbol, fy1; : : : ; ykg = freevars(' ^  ), and � is theonjuntion of all tree atoms r(y) ourring as onjunts at top level in C[:(' ^  )℄and suh that y 2 fy1; : : : ; ykg.(B.4)* A C[:9x (r(x) ^ ')℄ is transformed into A C[:newp(y1; : : : ; yk)℄ ^newp(y1; : : : ; yk) � ^ r(x) ^ 'where newp is a new prediate symbol, fy1; : : : ; ykg = freevars(9x (r(x) ^ ')), and� is the onjuntion of all tree atoms r(y) ourring as onjunts at top level inC[:9x (r(x) ^ ')℄ and suh that y 2 fy1; : : : ; ykg. 2Example. [Even-Odd Paths. Continued ℄ For the tree-typed formula ' : 8x (bin(x)! even(x) _odd (x)), the orresponding F (f; ') obtained by tree-typed LT transformation is the onjuntionof the following two lauses:7. f  :g8. g  bin(x);:even(x);:odd (x) 2The tree-typed LT transformation is orret w.r.t the perfet model semantis as stated by thefollowing theorem.Theorem 3. [Corretness of the tree-typed LT Transformation w.r.t. Perfet Models℄For every loally strati�ed logi program P and losed tree-typed formula ' over P , if F (f; ')is obtained from ' by the tree-typed LT transformation, then(i) P ^ F (f; ') is a loally strati�ed program and M(P ) j= ' i� M(P ^ F (f; ')) j= f , and(ii) for eah lause C in F (f; ') we have that: (ii.1) C is of the form newp(x1; : : : ; xm)  r1(x1); : : : ; rn(xn); G, where r1(x1); : : : ; rn(xn) are tree atoms, (ii.2) vars(C ) = fx1 ; : : : ; xng,(ii.3) G is a funtion-free goal, and (ii.4) C = Def (newp; P ^ F (f; ')).Proof. See Appendix 2.De�nition 4. [Monadi Regular Programs℄ A monadi regular program is a onjuntionof monadi regular lauses. A monadi regular lause (or an MR lause, for short) is a loallystrati�ed lause of the form:p0(t(x1; : : : ; xn)) p1(y1); : : : ; pk(yk);:pk+1(yk+1); : : : ;:pm(ym)with n;m�0, where t is a funtion symbol, x1; : : : ; xn are distint variables, and y1; : : : ; ym are(not neessarily distint) variables ourring in fx1; : : : ; xng.



14.Tree programs are MR programs.We now desribe the deterministi version of the UFS strategy, whih we all dUFS.The Unfold/Fold Proof Strategy dUFS.The dUFS strategy is obtained from the UFS strategy de�ned in Setion 5, by replaing thesubstrategies: (1) unfold, (2) tautology & replae, and (3) define & fold by thefollowing ones, respetively:(1d) breadth-first unfold(T , Pos, U): From program T ^ Pos we derive T ^ U by: (i)one appliation of positive unfolding w.r.t. eah positive literal ourring in the body of alause in Pos, followed by (ii) one appliation of negative unfolding w.r.t. eah negative literalourring in the body of a lause in Pos .(2d) tautology(T , U , R): From program T^U we derive T^R by a sequene of appliationsof the tautology rule, onstruted by rewriting as long as possible an instane of the left handside of an equivalene of Rule R5 by the orresponding instane of the right hand side.(3d) blok-define & fold(T , R, Defs, OutClauses, NewDefs): From program T ^ R wederive program T ^OutClauses ^NewDefs as follows:for eah non-unit lause C in R(i) we partition bd(C) into subonjuntions, alled bloks, suh that bd(C) = B1 ^ : : : ^ Bm,and two literals our in the same subonjuntion Bi, for some i, 1 � i � m, i� they share avariable,(ii) for i = 1; : : : ;m, we apply the de�nition rule and we add to NewDefs a lause of the formNewp  Bi , where vars(Newp) = vars(Bi ) \ vars(hd(C )), unless a variant lause alreadyours in Defs, modulo the head prediate symbol, and(iii) we fold C w.r.t. B1, and we fold the resulting lause w.r.t. B2, and so on, until we foldw.r.t. Bm. 2We have that:- the breadth-first unfold substrategy ful�lls the Progression requirement,- in the tautology substrategy we have omitted the Laws argument beause goal replaementsare not performed, and- the blok-define & fold substrategy ful�lls the onditions (3.1), (3.2), and (3.3) of thedefine & fold substrategy of Setion 5. Indeed, Condition (3.1) is ful�lled, beause eahvariable ourring in the body of a lause generated by the strategy dUFS also ours in a treeatom, and therefore, eah blok has at least one non-basi positive literal. Moreover, by Points(ii) and (iii) in (3d) above, also Conditions (3.2) and (3.3) are ful�lled.Example. [Even-Odd Paths. Continued ℄ The proof that 8x (bin(x) ! even(x) _ odd (x)) holdsin the perfet model of the Even-Odd program is as follows. We start from program P made outof lauses from 1 to 6, program P 1 made out of lause 8, and program P 2 made out of lause 7.We start from level 1. Initially Pos = lause 8. By breadth-�rst unfolding, from lause 8 we getthe following lauses:9. g  bin(x); bin(y); even(x); even(y); odd (x)10. g  bin(x); bin(y); even(x); even(y); odd (y)By the tautology rule R5.3 we delete lause 10 (it is subsumed by lause 9). Then we apply theblok-define & fold substrategy by introduing the following two de�nitions:11. heo  bin(x); even(x); odd (x)12. he  bin(y); even(y)



15.and by folding lauses 9 we get:9.f g  heo; heNow Pos = lause 11^ lause 12 and we have to perform one more the body of the while loop(y) of the dUFS strategy. By unfolding lauses 11 and 12 we get:11.1 heo  bin(x); bin(y);:even(x);:odd (x);:odd (y)11.2 heo  bin(x); bin(y);:even(y);:odd (x);:odd (y)12.1 he12.2 he  bin(x); bin(y);:even(x)12.3 he  bin(x); bin(y);:even(y)By the tautology rule R5.3 we delete lause 11.2 (it is subsumed by lause 11.1) and we also deletelauses 12.2 and 12.3 (they are subsumed by lause 12.1). Then we apply the blok-define &fold substrategy by introduing the following de�nition:13. ho  bin(x);:odd (x)and by folding lause 11.1, we get:11.1f heo  g; hoNow Pos = lause 13. By unfolding lause 13 we get:13.1 ho13.2 ho  bin(x); bin(y);:odd (x);:odd (y)By the tautology rule R5.3 we delete lause 13.2 (it is subsumed by lause 13.1). No appliationof the blok-define & fold substrategy is required. Now Pos is empty, and Out is theonjuntion of the following lauses:9.f g  heo; he11.1f heo  g; ho12.1 he13.1 hoWe then delete lauses 9.f and 11.1f beause they are the de�nitions of the prediates g and heowhih are useless in Out. The while loop (yy) does not hange D. Sine Q = Q0, we have thatT is made out of the lauses of P together with the lauses 12.1 and 13.1.We an now start proessing level 2, that is, program P 2. Sine Pos is the empty onjuntion,the body of the while loop (y) is never exeuted. Neg is lause 7, and before the exeutionof the while loop (yy), program T is made out of the lauses in P together with the followinglauses:7. f  :g12.1 he13.1 hoAfter the while loop (yy) and the statement (yyy) we get the new program T made out of thelauses in P and the lause:7.1 ftogether with lauses 12.1 and 13.1. Now, sine M(T ) j= f , we have that M(P ) j= '. 2Obviously the breadth-first unfold, tautology, and blok-define & fold substrategiesterminate. Also the dUFS proof strategy terminates for tree-typed formulas and MR programs,as stated by the following theorem.Theorem 4. [Termination of the dUFS Proof Strategy for MR Programs℄ Let P bean MR program and ' be a tree-typed formula over P . Then the dUFS proof strategy withinput program P ^ F (f; ') terminates with output program T . Moreover, Def (f; T ) is f i�M(P ) j= ' and Def (f; T ) is the empty onjuntion i� M(P ) 6j= '.



16.Proof. See Appendix 3.Although very restrited, the lasses of MR programs and tree-typed formulas allow us toexpress some interesting properties, suh as the equivalene of �nite tree automata (see, forinstane, [12℄), as shown in the following example.Example. [Equivalene of Tree Automata℄ The tree language reognized by a (nondeterministitop-down) �nite tree automaton T = (Q;�; Æ; q0; F ) orresponds to a subset of the perfet modelof a tree program PT (whih is also its least Herbrand model) de�ned as follows:- for eah state q 2 Q we de�ne a unary prediate pq,- for eah symbol a 2 � of arity k we de�ne a k-ary funtion symbol fa,- for eah tuple (q; a; q1; : : : ; qk) in the transition relation Æ, where a is a k-ary symbol withk � 1, PT has the lause:pq0(fa(x1; : : : ; xk)) pq1(x1); : : : ; pqk(xk)- for eah state q 2 F � Q and 0-ary symbol b suh that q is a �nal state for b, PT has the unitlause:pq(fb)Then the tree language reognized by the tree automaton T with initial state q0, orrespondsto the subset ft j M(PT ) j= pq0(t)g. Given another tree automaton T1 with initial state r0 andrepresented by program PU , we have that T and U reognize the same language i�M(PT ^ PU ) j= 8x (pq0(x)! pr0(x)) ^ 8x (pr0(x)! pq0(x))Thus the equivalene of T and U an be redued to the veri�ation of a tree-typed formula overthe tree program PT ^ PU (reall that eah tree program is also an MR program). 2We now introdue a seond lass of formulas, alled tree-typed lausal formulas, and a seondlass of programs, alled deterministi linear programs (or DL programs, for short) for whih theunfold/fold proof strategy dUFS terminates. Thus, given a tree-typed lausal formula ', anda DL program P , we an deide whether or not M(P ) j= ' holds by using the proof strategydUFS.De�nition 5. [Tree-typed Clausal Formulas℄ Let P be any program and R be a treeprogram. A tree-typed lausal formula over a program P ^ R is a losed �rst-order formula 'generated by the following grammar:' ::= 8x (r(x)! ') j ÆÆ ::= p(x1; : : : ; xn) j :p(x1; : : : ; xn) j Æ _ Æwhere: (i) x1; : : : ; xn, with n � 0, are distint variables, (ii) all prediates ourring in ' arede�ned in P ^R, (iii) for eah prediate p, Def �(p; P ^R) is a subonjuntion of P , (iv) for eahprediate r, Def �(r; P ^R) is a subonjuntion of R, and (v) no prediate is de�ned in both Pand R.De�nition 6. [Deterministi Linear Programs℄ A linear lause is a loally strati�ed lauseof one of these three forms:p(t1(x1; : : : ; xm); : : : ; tn(xu; : : : ; xv))p(t1(x1; : : : ; xm); : : : ; tn(xu; : : : ; xv)) q(y1; : : : ; yk)p(t1(x1; : : : ; xm); : : : ; tn(xu; : : : ; xv)) :q(y1; : : : ; yk)with n � 0, where: (i) t1; : : : ; tn are funtion symbols, (ii) x1; : : : ; xm; : : : ; xu; : : : ; xv are distintvariables, and (iii) y1; : : : ; yk are distint variables ourring in fx1; : : : ; xm; : : : ; xu; : : : ; xvg.A deterministi linear program (or DL program, for short) is a onjuntion of linear lauses suhthat no two lause heads are uni�able.



17.Notie that there are MR programs whih are not DL programs and vie versa. We have thefollowing result whose proof is given in Appendix 4.Theorem 5. [Termination of the dUFS Proof Strategy for DL Programs℄ Let P be aDL program, R be a tree program, and ' be a tree-typed lausal formula over P ^R. Then thedUFS strategy with input program P ^ F (f; ') terminates with output program T . Moreover,Def (f ;T ) is f i� M(P ) j= ' and Def (f ;T ) is the empty onjuntion i� M(P ) 6j= '.Example. [Clausal wMSnS ℄ The lausal fragment of the weak monadi seond order theory oftwo suessor funtions (wMS2S) [24℄ is the set of losed formulas ' suh that W j= ', where:(i) ' is a losed formula generated by the following grammar:' ::= 8w (word (w)! ') j 8x (set(x)! ') j ÆÆ ::= member (w; x) j :member (w; x) j Æ _ Æ(ii) W is the struture P�n(f0; 1g�) of �nite sets of words over f0; 1g, where: (ii.1) the su-essor funtions s0 and s1 are interpreted as s0(w) = w0 and s1(w) = w1, respetively, (ii.2)the prediates word and set hold of all words and �nite sets of words, respetively, and (ii.3)member (w; x) is interpreted as membership of word w to set x.In order to write a logi program whih omputes the word, set, and member prediates, werepresent a �nite set of words as a �nite tree, where (1) t (of arity 3) and leaf (of arity 1) are thetree onstrutors, (2) both the internal nodes and the leaf nodes are labeled by either the onstantaept or the onstant refuse, and they are alled aept nodes or refuse nodes, respetively, and(3) left ars are labeled by 0 and right ars are labeled by 1. The empty word is represented bythe onstant emptyword. The aept paths of a tree x are the sequenes of labels from an aeptnode to the root. A word w is member of a set x i� w is an aept path of x. For instane, theset f0; 01g is represented by the tree t(leaf (aept); refuse ; t(leaf (aept); refuse ; leaf (refuse))).We may de�ne the word, set, andmember prediates by means of the followingMember program,whih is P ^R, where:P : R:member (emptyword ; leaf (n))  aeptlabel (n) word (emptyword )member (emptyword ; t(x; n; y))  aeptlabel (n) word (s0(w)) word (w)member (s0(w); t(x; n; y))  member (w; x) word (s1(w)) word (w)member (s1(w); t(x; n; y))  member (w; y) set(leaf (n)) label(n)aeptlabel (aept) set(t(x; n; y)) set(x); label (n); set(y)label (aept)label (refuse)We have that the struture W orresponds to the perfet model (equal to the least Herbrandmodel) of Member , in the sense that: W j= ' i�M(Member) j= '. Sine (1) P is a DL program,(2) R is a tree program, and (3) every formula ' whih is generated by the grammar of Point (i)above is a tree-typed lausal formula over P ^R, by Theorem 5 we have that by using our dUFSproof strategy we an test whether or not M(Member) j= ' holds. Thus, dUFS is a deisionproedure for wMS2S. The extension from wMS2S to wMSnS (with n suessors, instead of2) an be obtained by a straightforward modi�ation of the Member program. 2There are various possibilities of enhaning the lasses of programs for whih our dUFS proofstrategy terminates. In partiular, we may add onstant arguments to prediates, we may addnullary prediates, and we may also ombine the MR and LD programs in several ways. We donot disuss these enhanements here.



18.7. Conlusions and Related WorkThe idea of using unfold/fold transformations for proving program properties goes bak to [17℄,where it was advoated as a method for proving the equivalene of funtional terms. Some limi-tations and ompleteness results for this proof method are presented in [2, 9℄. Our ompletenessresult (Theorem 4) shows that the unfold, fold, lause deletion, and tautology rules are suÆientto prove the equivalene between tree automata, while Courelle in [9℄ proves a similar result bymaking use of the (restrited) unfold, (restrited) fold, yle elimination, and rede�nition rule.We leave for future researh further investigation on the power of the various sets of programtransformations.The present paper extends the tehniques proposed in [21℄ for showing equivalenes of de�niteprograms w.r.t. least Herbrand models. The main extensions presented here are the following:(i) we onsider logi programs with loally strati�ed negation and perfet model semantis,(ii) we prove �rst-order formulas, and (iii) we present an automated strategy for performingproofs. A di�erent extension of [21℄ has been reently presented in [26℄, where the authors proveequivalenes of de�nite programs w.r.t. least Herbrand models by using a more powerful foldingrule.Our transformational method for proving properties of the perfet model of a loally strati�edlogi program is related to other methods for theorem proving. Among these methods we wouldlike to mention the following ones: (i) the method based on the Clark ompletion [7, 19℄, (ii)the methods based on resolution augmented by the negation as (�nite or in�nite) failure rule[1, 23℄, (iii) the method based on partial evaluation [4℄, (iv) the methods based on indution,and (v) the proof by onsisteny method [8, 15, 16, 20℄.(i) The method based on the Clark ompletion amounts to prove that M(P ) j= ' by showingthat omp(P) ` ', where omp(P) denotes the Clark ompletion of program P . (Equivalently,sine the Lloyd-Topor transformation from f  ' to F (f; ') preserves the ompletion semantis,one may show that omp(P ^ F (f ; ')) ` f .) This method is sound beause M(P ) j= omp(P)and it redues the proof of a satisfation relation to the proof a theorem in �rst-order prediatealulus. Notie that for some program P and formula ', suh as the ones introdued in ourSemaphore and Even-Odd Paths Examples, the relation M(P ) j= ' an be proved by ourunfold/fold proof method and yet omp(P) 6` '. This is due to the fat that the transformationrules presented in this paper, with the only exeption of the tautology rule, preserve the perfetmodel of a program P , whih is a model of omp(P), but they do not neessarily preserve allmodels of omp(P).(ii) Several enhanements of the resolution method have been proposed in the literature forverifying properties of logi programs with negation w.r.t. the perfet model semantis (or gen-eralizations thereof). SLDNF-resolution [19℄ is based on the negation as �nite failure rule, butit is unable to deal with in�nitely failed derivations and moreover, it is not omplete w.r.t. theClark ompletion. We have shown that the ability of deteting and eliminating in�nitely failedderivations (via the lause deletion rule) is a ruial step in our method for proving theorems.SLS-resolution [1, 23℄ enhanes the resolution method by using the negation as (�nite orin�nite) failure rule. In the absene of oundering (see [19℄ for this notion), SLS-resolution issound and omplete w.r.t. the perfet model semantis, however it is not an e�etive inferenerule, beause the set of onsequenes of the perfet model of a logi program is not reursivelyenumerable.SLG-resolution [6℄ ombines resolution and memoing (also alled tabling). SLG-resolutionis an e�etive method. It is more powerful than the SLDNF-resolution methods for dealing



19.with in�nitely failed derivations. Indeed, in [25℄ it has been shown that logi programmingsystems based on tabling are good for indutive theorem proving and they are able to verifyCTL properties of �nite-state transition system [11℄. However, the unfold/fold proof methodis more powerful than logi programming systems based on tabling, beause during programtransformation one has the possibility of using the folding rule. This rule is more powerfulthan tabling, beause it allows us to tabulate a onjuntion of literals, instead of one literalonly. Moreover, during program transformation we may apply the goal replaement rule, whihis equivalent to applying lemmas in the proofs by indution. Of ourse, the automation ofthe unfold/fold method needs more e�ort than the automation of tabling, but we believe thatthis diÆulty an be overome by onsidering spei� lasses of programs and properties. Andindeed, in this paper we have presented two suh lasses.(iii) Brass and Dix [4℄ have proposed a query evaluation algorithm for disjuntive logi pro-grams based on transformation rules. The rules onsidered in [4℄ inlude the positive unfoldingand tautology rules, and they preserve several semantis inluding the perfet model seman-tis for the lass of loally strati�ed logi programs. However, Brass and Dix do not take intoonsideration the folding and goal replaement rules, whih play a ruial role in our tehnique.(iv) The satisfation relation M(P ) j= ' may also be proved by adding to omp(P ) a setof formulas, or indution shemata, that formalize an indution priniple over terms of theHerbrand universe. Thus, one may use standard tehniques for indutive theorem proving [3℄.The main di�erene between this method and our unfold/fold proof method is that the latterdoes not require any indution shema. We leave for future researh a formal omparisonbetween the lass of formulas that an be proved by indution and the lass of formulas thatan be proved by the unfold/fold proof method.(v) The unfold/fold proof method is related to methods for proof by onsisteny (also alledindutionless indution method) of equational formulas by using term rewriting systems (see [15,16, 20℄ and [8℄ for a brief survey). This relationship is based on the ability of the unfold/fold proofmethod of proving indutive properties without using an expliit indution shema. However,the proofs by onsisteny are refutational proofs, they work by �nding minimal ounterexamples,and they require suitable well-founded orderings on terms, while the unfold/fold proof methoddoes not require suh term orderings.Finally, we would like to mention that in [26℄ the use of unfold/fold proofs (of de�nite pro-grams) is advoated for verifying parametrized onurrent systems. More generally, sine �niteand in�nite transition systems an be represented in a straightforward way by logi programs,we an use our unfold/fold transformation tehniques for proving properties of those systemsand thus, performing �nite or in�nite model heking. The fat that transitions may be subjetto negative onditions [14℄ is not a diÆulty in our approah beause, as we already mentioned,we allow logi programs with loally strati�ed negation. The use of logi programming teh-niques for in�nite state model heking seems to be very promising, as shown in [10, 13, 18℄. Webelieve that the ombination of these tehniques with transformational proof methods may bevery fruitful.AknowledgementsWe would like to thank L. Fribourg and S. Renault for stimulating disussions on various as-pets of the work presented in this paper. S. Renault implemented parts of our unfold/foldproof strategy in the MAP transformation system, and performed various experiments of auto-mated theorem proving using that system. We would also like to thank anonymous referees for



20.onstrutive omments.Appendix 1.Derivation of program Q from lauses 1-6. By unfolding lause 6 w.r.t. up(x; y) we get threelauses: (i) one of them an be deleted beause of the atom 0 > 0 in its body, (ii) a seondone: g  down(x); :up(sssx; 0) an also be deleted, beause by unfolding :up(sssx; 0) usinglause 3 we get: g  down(x); :down(ssx), and eventually, we get: g  down(x); :down(x),and (iii) the third lause produes, after a goal replaement step based on the equivalene(sx>sy; x>y) $ x>y, the following lause:7. g  x>y; up(sx; y); :up(sssx; 0)By the de�nition and folding rules, from lause 7 we get:8. h x>y; up(sx; y); :up(sssx; 0)7.f g  hBy unfolding lause 8 w.r.t. up(sx; y) and by performing the same steps whih led us from lause6 to lause 7, we get:9. h x>sy; up(sx; y); :up(sssx; 0)From this lause, by applying the goal replaement rule based on the equivalene plus(y; s0; sy) $true, and then by applying the de�nition and folding rules, we get:10. k(n) x>z; plus(y; n; z); up(sx; y); :up(sssx; 0)9.f h k(s0)Notie that lause 10 has been derived by: (i) omparing lause 8 and lause 9, and (ii) gener-alizing their mismathing terms y and sy to the term s : : : s0 with n (�0) ourrenes of s, thatis, generalizing y and sy to the variable z suh that plus(y; n; z). This generalization avoids theintrodution of an unbounded number of new de�nitions, and it makes the UFS strategy to halt.Indeed, by unfolding lause 10 w.r.t. up(sx; y) and :up(sssx; 0) and by performing simple goalreplaement steps involving properties of > and the equivalene plus(sy; n; z) $ plus(y; sn; z),we get:11. k(n) x>z; plus(y; sn; z); up(sx; y); :up(sssx; 0)whih we an be folded using lause 10 and we get:11.f k(n) k(sn).Appendix 2.Proof of Theorem 3. Point (i) is proved as in Theorem 1. For Point (ii), during the derivationof the strati�ed program F (f; ') from f  ', for every derived statement S we preserve thefollowing invariant: (ii.1) S is of the form newp(x1; : : : ; xm) r1(x1) ^ : : : ^ rn(xn) ^ , wherer1(x1); : : : ; rn(xn) are all tree atoms ourring as onjunts at top level in the body of thestatement, (ii.2) freevars(S) � fx1; : : : ; xng, and (ii.3)  is a funtion-free formula.This invariant holds for the initial statement f  ', beause ' is losed and it is funtion-free.This invariant is obviously maintained for the appliation of the rules B.1 and B.2.Let us now onsider the ase of rule B.3*. Assume that we apply rule B.3* to a statement ofthe form newp(x1; : : : ; xm) r1(x1)^: : :^rn(xn)^, where r1(x1); : : : ; rn(xn) are all tree atomsourring as onjunts at top level in the body of the statement, (ii.2) freevars(S) � fx1; : : : ; xng,and (ii.3)  is a funtion-free formula. Then we have that  is of the form: D[:(' ^  )℄ andwe derive the two statements: (S1) A  r1(x1) ^ : : : ^ rn(xn) ^ D[:newp1(y1; : : : ; yk)℄, and



21.(S2) newp1(y1; : : : ; yk)  t1(y1) ^ : : : ^ tk(yk) ^ ' ^  , where fy1; : : : ; ykg = freevars(' ^  ) �fx1; : : : ; xng and ft1(y1); : : : ; tk(yk)g � fr1(x1); : : : ; rn(xn)g. Thus, for the two statements (S1)and (S2) properties (ii.1), (ii.2), and (ii.3) hold.The proof for the ase of rule B.4* is similar to the one of rule B.3*. The proof for the aseof rule B.5 is straightforward beause, by onstrution, D[9x'℄ is of the form D[9x (r(x) ^ Æ)℄for some tree atom r(x) and some formula Æ.Finally, property (ii.4) of Theorem 3 derives from the fat that the LT transformation generatespreisely one lause for every new prediate introdued.Appendix 3.Proof of Theorem 4. We will prove that eah iteration of the for loop terminates. To this aimwe use the fat that the following invariant holds after eah iteration of the for loop :(I1) the derived program T is a onjuntion of: (i) MR lauses, and (ii) de�nite lauses of theform:Æ1: newp0(t1(x1; : : :); : : : ; tm(: : : ; xn)) p1(x1); : : : ; pn(xn) with m;n � 0where: (i) t1; : : : ; tm are funtion symbols, (ii) x1; : : : ; xn are distint variables, and (iii) p1; : : : ; pnare prediates whose de�nitions in T are onjuntions of MR lauses.Before the exeution of for loop T is P , and thus (I1) holds.Now we suppose that (I1) holds after the i-th iteration of the for loop and we show that itis preserved by the (i+1)-th iteration of the body of the for loop.We �rst prove that after eah iteration of the while loop (y) the following invariant holds:(I2) the derived Pos is a onjuntion of lauses of the form:Æ2: Newp  r(x); p1(x); : : : ; ph(x);:ph+1(x); : : : ;:pi(x)where: (i) r(x) is a tree atom, (ii) p1; : : : ; pi are unary prediates whose de�nitions in T areonjuntions of MR lauses, and (iii) Newp is either a propositional atom or a unary atom ofthe form newp(x ).Indeed, by Theorem 3 and De�nition 3, when the while loop (y) is initialized, Pos is aonjuntion of lauses of the form:Æ3: newp0(x1; : : : ; xm) r1(x1); : : : ; rn(xn); p1(y1); : : : ; ph(yh);:ph+1(yh+1); : : : ;:pi(yi);:newp1(yi+1; : : : ; yk); : : : ;:newpj(yu; : : : ; yv)where: (i) x1; : : : ; xm are distint variables ourring in fx1; : : : ; xng, (ii) y1; : : : ; yv are (notneessarily distint) variables ourring in fx1; : : : ; xng, (iii) the prediates r1; : : : ; rn are treeprediates de�ned in T , (iv) the prediates p1; : : : ; ph; ph+1; : : : ; pi are unary prediates whosede�nitions in T are onjuntions of MR lauses, and (v) newp1; : : : ; newpj are prediates whosede�nitions in T are onjuntions of lauses of the form (Æ1). By applying the breadth-firstunfold(T , Pos, U) substrategy, followed by the tautology(T , U , R) substrategy, and bythe blok-define & fold (T , R, Defs, OutClauses, NewDefs) substrategy, we derive:(a) by folding, the lauses in OutClauses, whih are of the form:Æ4: newp0(t1(x1; : : :); : : : ; tm(: : : ; xn)) newp1(x1); : : : ;newpn(xn);newq1; : : : ;newqkwithm;n; k � 0 and(b) by the de�nition rule, the lauses in NewDefs, whih are of the form (Æ2). Thus, beause ofthe assignment Pos := NewDefs, and sine (Æ2) is an instane of (Æ3) (for n = 1 and j = 0),property (I2) holds after eah iteration of the while loop (y).By Point (ii) of the blok-define & fold substrategy, if a lause C ours in Pos at agiven iteration, then no lause whih di�ers from C for the head prediate symbol and the



22.variable names only, may our in Pos at a subsequent iteration. Thus, the while loop (y)terminates, beause there is only a �nite number of lauses that are of the form (Æ2), modulothe head prediate symbol and the variable names. Moreover, beause of the assignment Out :=Out^OutClauses, all lauses in Out are of the form (Æ4), and thus, after the end of the whileloop (y) and the assignment T := T ^Out0^Neg, program T is a onjuntion of: (i) MR lauses,(ii) lauses of the form (Æ4) whih may inlude propositional de�nite lauses, and (iii) lausesin Neg, whih are propositional lauses with negative literals only in their bodies (reall that,if a variable ours in a negative literal in the body of a lause in P i, then also a tree atomshould our in its body). Thus, all de�nitions of nullary prediates in T are onjuntions ofpropositional lauses.All propositional lauses in T are replaed by a (possibly empty) onjuntion of unit lausesby deleting useless prediates and then performing the sequene of unfold and tautologysteps as indiated in the while loop (yy). Thiswhile loop terminates beause, after the deletionof useless prediates, no nullary prediate depends on itself in T .All propositional atoms ourring in the bodies of non-propositional lauses (suh as newq1;: : : ; newqk in (Æ4) with m > 0) are eliminated by the unfolding (yyy). Thus the iteration of thefor loop terminates and the invariant (I1) holds. 2Appendix 4.Proof of Theorem 5. For a tree-typed lausal formula ' the LT transformation generates aonjuntion of lauses F (f; ') of the form:Æ1: f  :gÆ2: g  r1(x1); : : : ; rn(xn); p1(y1; : : : ; yj); : : : ; ph(yk; : : : ; ym);:ph+1(ym+1; : : : ; yu); : : : ;:pi(yv; : : : ; yz)where: (i) y1; : : : ; yz are variables ourring in fx1; : : : ; xng, (ii) the prediates r1; : : : ; rn are treeprediates de�ned in R, and (iii) for s = 1; : : : ; i, the Def �(ps; P ) is a DL program. Thus, theprediates de�ned in F (f; ') have two levels only, and the for loop of the dUFS strategy isiterated only twie. The �rst iteration of the for loop starts o� with T = P^R, Pos = lause Æ2,and Neg being the empty onjuntion.After eah iteration of the while loop (y) we have that the derived Pos is a onjuntion oflauses of the form:Æ3: newp  r1(x1); : : : ; rn0(xn0);p1(y1; : : : ; yj0); : : : ; ph0(yk0 ; : : : ; ym0);:ph0+1(ym0+1; : : : ; yu0); : : : ;:pi0(yv0 ; : : : ; yz0)with i0 � i, and the derived Out is a onjuntion of propositional de�nite lauses.Thus, the while loop (y) terminates, beause there is only a �nite number of lauses that areof the form (Æ3) with i0 � i, modulo the head prediate symbol and the variable names.After the termination of the while loop (y) and the assignment T := T ^Out0^Neg programT is a onjuntion of P ^R and propositional de�nite lauses.All propositional lauses in T are replaed by a (possibly empty) onjuntion of unit lausesby deleting useless prediates and then performing the sequene of unfold and tautologysteps as indiated in the while loop (yy). In partiular, the de�nition of g is replaed either bythe unit lause g or by the empty onjuntion.The unfoldings (yyy) are not performed.At the seond iteration of the for loop, the while loop (y) is vauously exeuted beausePos is the empty onjuntion. Clause (Æ1) is replaed by: (i) the unit lause f , if the de�nitionof g is the empty onjuntion, or (ii) by the empty onjuntion, otherwise. 2
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